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Science
• Is it possible to be both a Christian and a scientist?

– Short answer: Yes

• Is it possible to be a consistent/intellectually honest Christian 
and a scientist?
– Seems to assumes some measure of conflict/incompatibility
– What is a Christian?
– What is a scientist/science?

• Historical perspective
• Logical perspective
• What it can/can’t do
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Reconsidering the conflict model:
“Not a menace but a midwife”

• Conflict narratives: “menace”
– Draper – “History of the Conflict between Religion and Science” (1874)
– White – “History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom” 

(1896)

• Cooperation/enabling narratives: “midwife”
– Foster (1934) – “Western thinkers had to ascribe to nature the character and 

attributes that made it a possible object of scientific study in advance of the 
actual establishment of science.” 

– Whitehead (1925) – “`faith in the possibility of science’ came antecedantly to 
the development of actual scientific theory”

– Whitehead (1925) – “[N]ot … the explicit beliefs of a few individuals, [but] the 
impress of the European mind arising from the unquestioned faith of 
centuries, … [the] instinctive tone of thought and not a mere creed of words.”

Pearcey, 19 - 21



Tone of thought/implicit presuppositions 
antecedent to the development of science

Nature is:

• real, not illusory – a possible object of study
• good – Gen 1:31
• not a god – free to dissect its secrets
• orderly – as God is rational, an underlying order must be present
• law following 
• measurable – can be described with mathematical precision
• knowable – a book of revelation that is capable of being read
• contingent – its order is imposed by a creator and not inherent, so 

its nature must be induced by empirical means rather than deduced
• for the glory of God and benefit of man – dominion 

Pearcey , 22-37



What is science?
• “Science tells us …”
• “Studies have shown …”
• fact finding?
• investigation?
• fact assimilating/integrating?
• prediction building
• model building
• pursuit of what’s really real?

• Ratzsch – A natural science is a theoretical explanatory discipline that objectively 
addresses natural phenomena within the general constraints that (1) its theories 
must be rationally connectable to generally specifiable  empirical phenomena 
and that (2) it normally does not leave the natural realm for the concepts 
employed in its explanations. 

demarcation
problem



Inductive vs Deductive reasoning
• Induction – uses collections of specific examples to makes 

inferences about general principles (“bottom up”)
– Assumes that observations of specific examples are real, are accurate, are a 

relatable to other examples by a general principle (orderly)
– Inductive arguments are weak or strong depending on the scope of the specific 

examples and the generality of the principle (i.e., “How big is the inductive leap?”) 
[pizza, water boiling]

– Q:  How many consistent observations are needed to prove a general principle?
– Q:  How many counter observations are needed to disprove a general examples?

• Deduction – uses general principles to make specific claims (“top 
down”)
– Assumes that the general principles are true
– Deductive arguments are true or false (i.e., logically consistent or fallacious) 
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Traditional Scientific Method –
Structural Features

Francis Bacon, Novum Organum (New Method, 1620) put forth an inductive approach to doing 
science in opposition to the Aristotle’s Organum (~350 BC)

Steps: 1.    Make observation(s)

2. Define a question about the physical world

3. Create a hypothesis

4. Test the hypothesis with experimentation

5. Draw conclusions

6. Refine hypothesis

7. Go to 4.

• Assumes correct and complete physical observation – mustn’t attempt to account for what 
can’t be (or isn’t) observed 

• Designed to be independently reproducible, relying on the assumptions that we all see the 
same world

• ultimately inductive (only 4 – 5 is deduction, 1 – 3 and 6 are induction/products of induction)
– experiments can only conclusively falsify hypotheses

– False negatives are problematic

• confirming hypotheses requires affirming consequents 

(meaning that they don’t confirm unique hypotheses)
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Induction/Deduction



Sociological features
• appeal to power

– “science denier”

• funding – potential conflicts 
– private/corporate 
– public (what’s “hot,” what perspectives are 

acceptable/fundable)
• peer review (+/-)

– Iterative/self “correcting” (+)
– negates bias(?) (+)
– Not free from external pressures (-)
– Review quality (-)
– Reviewer self-interest (-)
– Slow (-)
– The best we can do?

• Move to open journals and prepublications servers (+/-)

http://funpicc.blogspot.com/2011/08/h2o-too-h2o2-science-joke.html
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Determinism
“We may regard the present state of the universe as the effect of its past and 
the cause of its future.  An intellect which at any given moment knew all of 
the forces that animate nature and the mutual positions of the beings that 
compose it, if this intellect were vast enough to submit the data to analysis, 
could condense into a single formulate the movement of the greatest bodies 
of the universe and that of the lightest atom; for such an intellect nothing 
could be uncertain and the future just like the past would be present before 
its eyes.” 

Laplace in Theorie Analytique des Probabilites, 1812



Things get messy/interesting
• Radom walks – Brown (1827) à Einstein (1905)

– Longstanding problems addressed with accuracy and precision through a quantitative 

canonical (as opposed to detailed) description of the system.  Determinism still intact, 

but a substantial shift from Laplace because detailed knowledge is no longer necessary 

and perhaps impossible.

– “Without altogether appreciating what had happened, physicists had subtly revised their 

estimation of what a theory meant.  Until this time, a theory was a set of rules that 

accounted for some set of facts.  … Theory now contained elements that the physicist 

were sure existed in reality, but which they couldn’t get at experimentally.  For the 

theorist, atoms had definite existence, and had definite positions and speeds.  For the 

experimenter, atoms existed only inferentially, and could be described only statistically.  

A gap had opened up between wat a theory said was the full and correct picture of the 

physical world and what an experiment could in practice real of that world. 

What was lost, then, was not the underlying ideal of that deterministic physical world 

but the Laplacian hope for perfectibility in the scientific accounting of that world.” 

Lindley 29ff

• Relativity – Einstein (1915, 1919)

– Still ultimately deterministic 

– massive societal impact (relativity vs relativism) 

“Cubism and the Theory of Relativity,” etc, Pearcey, 182



Things get messy/interesting
• Radioactivity - Becquerel/Rontgen (1896)/ Radioactive decay - Curie 

(1898)
– Radioactive decay is supremely regular, but individual events are completely random (at 

least unpredictable)
– “The spontaneity of the radiation is an enigma, a subject of profound astonishment.” 

Marie Curie, International Congress 1900

• Electrons/Quantum mechanics – Thompson/Bohr/Heisenberg/Pauli/de 
Broglie/Schrodinger/Born/…/…./…/ (1900 - )
– Atomic behavior is characterized by discrete rather than continuous states/events

• Uncertainty Principle – Heisenberg (1927)
– There is a fundamental limit to the precision of measurements at the atomic scale
– INDETERMINANCE IS NOW A FUNDAMENTAL FEATURE OF THE WORLD (Bohr, 

Heisenberg
– … or is it? (Optimists, including Einstein, Plank, and de Broglie say no, this is simply a 

limitation of the model and our knowledge
– So what are scientists doing again?



Well then what can scientific theories 
tell us?  

• Antirealist (including positivist/logical positivist)
– Ontological - no hidden structure, or if there is we effectively create it in our 

attempt to infer it from observation
– Linguistic – our terms for hidden structures are only theoretical statements 

and don’t refer to real things
– Confirmation concerns are irrelevant

“It is wrong to think that the task of physics is to find out how nature is.  Physics 
concerns what we can say about nature.”  Niels Bohr

“We have to remember that what we observe is not nature herself, but nature 
exposed to our method of questioning.”  Werner Heisenberg

Ratzsch, ch 5



Well then what can scientific theories 

tell us?  
• Realist

– Hard – Scientific theories can be literally true and complete descriptions of 

reality

– Soft

• Limited – some aspects of theories can be interpreted realistically

• Metaphoric – theories may not be realistic in a literally sense, but may still be real 

in a metaphoric sense (e.g., “He had a will of iron.”)

• Approximate truth – getting iteratively but asymptotically closer to describing 

reality

– Confirmation concerns are unavoidable, but strategies such as independent 

cross-correlation can improve confidence

“Quantum mechanics is very imposing … [b]ut an inner voice tells me that it is not the 
real McCoy.  The theory delivers a lot but hardly brings us closer to the secret of the 

Old One.  I for one am convinced that He does not throw dice.”  If probability were to 

replace causality, then as far as Einstein was concerned the rational basis for 

constructing theories of physics had been swept away. 

– Lindley quoting Einstein’s letter to Max Born in 1926, 137.

Ratzsch, ch 5



What can’t scientific theories tell us 

about reality?

• All types of knowledge:

“… [I]f any part of reality lies outside the boundaries imposed on science by its methods, that part of reality 
will be beyond the competence of science; and if knowledge is artificially restricted to scientific knowledge, 
we will thus be sheltering ourselves and our beliefs from the relevant portions of reality.” Ratzsch, 92

• Its presuppositions (uniformity and methodological) and axioms: 

“If we are justified in accepting the foundational principles of science (that is, if accepting those foundations is 

legitimate or rational), then justification must rest on something other than scientific method…. Thus not only 

can science not validate its own foundations (implying that there are areas outside the competence of 

science), but if we do accept science, including its foundations, there must be some other sort of grounds for 
accepting at least some belief.  This implies that science cannot be the only legitimate basis for believing 

something [i.e., “scientism”].  Those who claim either that science is competent for dealing with all matters or 

that science is the only legitimate method for dealing with any matter are seriously confused.

• Ultimate origins – some preexisting conditions are always necessary in a purely physical 

system

• Ultimate purpose - teleology is helpful for analogy, but not suited for observation as are 

mechanistic and naturalistic hypotheses

On reductionism:

“Restricting science in practice to naturalistic concepts is perhaps all right so long as one realizes 

what one is doing and so long as one does not then try, in the name of science, to force such 

restrictions onto areas for which purely naturalistic concepts are inadequate or inappropriate.” 

Ratzsch 96

Ratzsch, ch 6



Lindly, 215
“… [T]he emergence of the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics … set 
a tombstone on strict classical determinism.  At the same time it failed to 
undermine science in any far-reaching sense.  It suggested that science, for all 
its marvelous power and scope, had limits.  Cold rationality would not, after 
all, supplant all other forms of knowledge.

… Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle … tells us that scientific knowledge, like 
our general, informal understanding of the everyday world we inhabit, can be 
both rational and accidental*, purposeful and contingent.  Scientific truth is 
powerful, but not all-powerful.” 



Lindley, 218
All the evidence suggests that [the uncertainty principle is] here for the duration.  
There can be no going back to the old days of absolute determinism, when, as the 
Marquis de Laplace hoped, knowledge of the present would bring complete 
knowledge of the past and future.

Cosmically speaking, that may be a good thing.  The Laplacian universe can 
have no moment of birth, because any set of physical conditions must arise, logically 
and inevitably, from some prior situation, and so on ad infinitum.  Nothing uncaused 
can happen.

But the quantum universe is different.  Ever since Marie Curie wondered at 
the spontaneity of radioactive decay, ever since Rutherford asked Bohr what made an 
electron jump from one place in an atom to another, the recognition has grown that 
quantum events happen, ultimately, for no reason at all.

So we reach an impasse.  Classical physics cannot say why the universe 
happened, because nothing can happen except that prior events caused it to happen.  
Quantum physics cannot say why the universe happened, except to say that it just did, 
spontaneously, as a matter of probability rather than certainty.  Einstein was right, in 
other words, when he complained that quantum mechanics could offer only an 
incomplete picture of the physical world.  But perhaps Bohr was even more right in his 
belief that this incompleteness was not just unavoidable but actually necessary.



Case for realism – back to 
presuppositions 

Psalm 19:1-3

The heavens declare the glory of God, 
and the sky above proclaims his handiwork.

Day to day pours out speech, and night to night reveals knowledge.
There is no speech, nor are there words, whose voice is not heard

Romans 1:19-20

For what can be known about God is plain to them, because God has 
shown it to them.  For his invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power 
and divine nature, have been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of 
the world, in the things that have been made
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?

real, not illusory 
good 
not a god 
orderly 
law following 
measurable 
knowable 
contingent 
for the glory of God and benefit of man 

There must be some degree of 
inseparability, or at least relatedness 
between science and beliefs.

“I shall never look at the lightning flashes without recalling his delight in a beautiful 
storm.  How he would stand at the window for hours watching the effects and enjoying 
the scene; while we knew his mind was full of lofty thoughts, sometimes of the great 
Creator, and sometimes of the laws by which He sees meet to govern the earth.”
-Margaret Reid, of her uncle Michael Faraday, discoverer of electromagnetic induction


